[Recent notions on intestinal cancerogenesis, their implications in genetic risk screening and preventive action of non-steroid anti-inflammatory agents].
Colorectal cancer is the most common malignant tumor in the french population. This tumor represents 45% of the cancers of the digestive tract in female and 60% in male. It is one of the main problem in the field of Public Health but recent progress for research, prophylaxis and treatment have been performed. There are two different pathogenic pathways for colorectal cancer. In chromosomal instability a sequence of rearrangements leads step by step from normal to adenoma and to carcinoma. It is the common pathway observed in 85% of colorectal cancers, mainly localized in left colon. In genic nucleotidic instability loss of tumor-suppresor genes and activation of cellular oncogenes are the consequence of DNA mismatch repair system, which is controlled by several genes. The defect of DNA mismatch repair leads to a hypermutable state in which simple repetitive DNA sequences are specially instable. This is the basis for a test to demonstrate nucleotidic instability. This pathway is found in the remaining 15% of colorectal cancers which are mainly localized on right colon. A mutational inactivation of both alleles of APC gene is considered as an initial gatekeeper event although some cancers begin with a mutation in beta-catenin gene which has the same functional impact. APC expression plays central role in regulating the rate of beta-catenin degradation. Destruction of beta-catenin prevents its translocation into the nucleus where it promotes cellular proliferation. About 5% of colorectal cancer are developed in a high risk population, Familial Adenomatous Polyposis coli (FAP) or Hereditary Non Polyposis Colon Cancer (HNPCC). FAP is caused by a germline mutation in APC gene. Every cell harbors a mutation of an APC allele which insures that a large number of adenomas will occur once an inactivating event occurs on the other wild-type APC allele. The demonstration of a constitutional mutation in a family allows to limit the survey only to the carriers. The phenotypic expression (attenuated, profuse, associated with extra-intestinal lesions) is correlated with the site of the APC mutation. Thus the determination of this site occurs in the choice of the treatment. HNPCC is suggested on clinical and genealogical criterions (young age of onset of cancer, multiple family members affected with cancer in multiple generations, the association of certain tumors in an individual of family, multiple tumors). A biological test may be useful to demonstrate the nucleotidic instability (MSI: microsatellite instability). Constitutional mutations on the mismatch repair genes, mainly MSH2 and MLH1, cause HNPCC syndrome. Endometrial and urethelial malignant tumors are frequent in an individual or in the family. The proven or suspected carriers of mutations undergo colonoscopic surveillance every 1 to 2 years, starting at age 25. An anti-tumoral action of the non steroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAID) is now recognized. Firstly observed in animal models of colon cancer the suppressive action was demonstrated in patient with Familial Adenomatous Polyposis. From the results of several epidemiological studies the suppressive action can be generalized to common intestinal tumors. This effect is in relation with the cyclooxygenase 2 inhibition. Other independent pathways intervene: NSAID interfere with beta-catenin, decreasing its action on cellular division. The indication of NSAID and more specifically of COX2 inhibitors in the prophylaxis of colo rectal cancer are yet questioned. The results of trials in progress are expected.